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Mathematics for Informatics and Computer Science (ISTE)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	How many ways do exist to mix different ingredients, how many chances to win a gambling game, how many possible paths going from one place to another in a network ? To this kind of questions Mathematics applied to computer gives a stimulating and exhaustive answer. This text, presented in three parts (Combinatorics, Probability, Graphs)...
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Hybrid Algorithms for Service, Computing and Manufacturing Systems: Routing and Scheduling SolutionsIGI Global, 2011

	
		In a global, highly competitive environment, organizations face increasing economic pressure and customer demands for more complex products and services. Hybrid algorithms have the potential to play an important role in helping organizations achieve cost reduction and increased product development.

	
		Hybrid Algorithms...
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Algorithms and Data Structures: The Basic ToolboxSpringer, 2008
Algorithms are at the heart of every nontrivial computer application, and algorithmics is a modern and active area of computer science. Every computer scientist and every professional programmer should know about the basic algorithmic toolbox: structures that allow efficient organization and retrieval of data, frequently used algorithms, and basic...
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Essential Matlab for Engineers and Scientists, Fourth EditionAcademic Press, 2009

	The main reason for a fourth edition of Essential MATLAB for Engineers and Scientists is to keep up with MATLAB, now in its latest version (7.7 Version 2008B). Like the previous editions, this one presents MATLAB as a problemsolving tool for professionals in science and engineering, as well as students in those fields, who have no prior...
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Algorithms For Dummies (For Dummies (Computers))For Dummies, 2017

	Discover how algorithms shape and impact our digital world


	All data, big or small, starts with algorithms. Algorithms are mathematical equations that determine what we see—based on our likes, dislikes, queries, views, interests, relationships, and more—online. They are, in a sense, the electronic gatekeepers to...
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Interpretation of Pulmonary Functions Tests: A Practical GuideLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2003

	
		The first edition of Interpretation of Pulmonary Function Tests was well received and met our goal of appealing to a wide, varied audience of health professionals. In the second edition, we added a section to expand our discussion of lung mechanics. We emphasize the mechanical impairments faced...
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Concurrent, Real-Time and Distributed Programming in Java: Threads, RTSJ and RMI (Focus: Computer Science)John Wiley & Sons, 2018

	
		This book provides an introduction to concurrent, real-time, distributed programming with Java object-oriented language support as an algorithm description tool. It describes in particular the mechanisms of synchronization (cooperative and competitive) and sharing of data (internal class, static variables) between threads in Java. He...
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Scientific Computing with Multicore and Accelerators (Chapman & Hall/CRC Computational Science)CRC Press, 2010

	The hybrid/heterogeneous nature of future microprocessors and large high-performance computing systems will result in a reliance on two major types of components: multicore/manycore central processing units and special purpose hardware/massively parallel accelerators. While these technologies have numerous benefits, they also pose substantial...
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Algorithms and Programming: Problems and Solutions (Modern Birkhäuser Classics)Birkhauser, 2008
Somebody once said that one may prove the correctness of an algorithm, but not of a program. One of the main goals of this book is to convince the reader that things are not so bad.

A well-known programmer, C.A.R. Hoare, said that the beauty of a program is not an additional benefit but a criterion that separates success from failure....
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AAD Algorithms-Aided Design. Parametric strategies using GrasshopperAutodesk Press, 2014

	Algorithmic design is not simply the use of computer to design architecture and objects. Algorithms allow designers to overcome the limitations of traditional CAD software and 3D modelers, reaching a level of complexity and control which is beyond the human manual ability. Algorithms-Aided Design presents design methods based on the use of...
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Computational Physics: Problem Solving with PythonJohn Wiley & Sons, 2015

	The use of computation and simulation has become an essential part of the scientific process. Being able to transform a theory into an algorithm requires significant theoretical insight, detailed physical and mathematical understanding, and a working level of competency in programming.

	

	This upper-division text provides an...
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Propeller Programming: Using Assembler, Spin, and CApress, 2018

	
		Learn to program the Propeller in Spin and C and how to map the Propeller Assembler (PASM) language from other high-level languages you might know.
	


	
		The overall task you will pursue in the book is to implement a Delta Compression algorithm: first in Spin, then in PASM, then in C. Along the way, you'll review...
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